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ABSTRACT: For the last four years the authors have been investigating the performance in 
practice of a range of sustainable commercial and institutional buildings worldwide. These 
investigations involved the principal author in one or more visits to each of the buildings and the 
personal distribution and collection of a questionnaire survey seeking the users' perceptions (on 
a seven-point scale) of a range of factors: operational, environmental, personal control, and 
satisfaction. 

For this paper the authors focus on the users’ perceptions of the quality of lighting in their work 
areas. The users’ overall perceptions of lighting conditions are presented and analyzed, first 
with an overview of the average scores for each question, followed by a look at the shapes of 
their distributions over the set of buildings, and then the results of some correlations between 
Lighting Overall and a number of other key performance factors such as Health, Productivity 
and OverallComfort. It was found that Lighting Overall was one of the higher scoring factors of 
the Environmental category, and the average scores for the amount of natural and artificial 
lighting were close to the ideal. However, direct glare from the lights and from the sun and sky 
were noted as issues to be addressed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Over the last decade or so building designers and developers have been producing sustainable buildings for their 
more environmentally conscious clients. Many of these buildings have been rated highly in terms of relevant Building 
Sustainability Rating Tools (BSRTs) or have received awards for their low energy design. These ratings and awards 
are based on the building design and its potential for low energy and sustainable operation, and their focus tends to 
be on technical aspects of new building designs (Cole, 2003). Indoor environmental quality is certainly one of these 
aspects, but the concern is usually with the provision of comfortable temperatures and humidities, adequate air 
quality, sufficient lighting and appropriate acoustic conditions (all of which are specifiable and measurable).  

Our interest has been in how these buildings are performing from the point of view of the building users. While 
measurements of all the physical factors (task or object illuminance, colour rendering index, flow of light ratio, and so 
on – Cuttle, 2008) would provide insights into the lighting performance of these buildings, what also matters is 
whether sustainable buildings are perceived to be visually comfortable by their occupants. Buildings that the users 
perceive to be performing poorly are unlikely to be sustainable in the long term. As noted by Paevere (2009) in his 
recent review of indoor environmental quality and occupant productivity in office buildings, ‘Luminous and visual 
environmental quality can have a significant impact on occupants’ abilities to perform tasks ...’ 
 
It is only very recently that there have been some moves towards developing BSRTs that assess the environmental 
quality of the building once it is in operation. The ground-breaking Indoor Environmental Quality protocol of the Aus-
tralian NABERS suite (2009) of BSRTs for example, is designed to enable such an assessment. Not only does it 
specify a range of physical measurements, it also involves conducting a questionnaire survey of the building 
occupants (DECC, 2008). Two methods are approved for the survey, one developed by Building Use Studies of York, 
UK, the other by the Center for the Built Environment, University of California, Berkeley, USA (2009). Our aim here, 
using the Building Use Studies (2009) survey methodology under licence, was to determine whether the occupants of 
a worldwide set of 36 sustainable buildings found their lighting conditions to be satisfactory.  

2. METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Background 
For the last five years the performance in practice of a large number of commercial and institutional buildings in 11 
countries worldwide has been investigated by Baird (2010), to ascertain the users’ perception of a range of factors: 
operational, environmental (including thermal, acoustic and lighting aspects), personal control, and satisfaction. 
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We are firmly of the belief that people can provide one of the best measures of building performance since “for many 
aspects of a building the true experts are the people who know most about using it – the users” - refer to Baird et al 
(1996) for more explanation. People know if they are too hot or too cold, have too much or insufficient light, whether it 
is too noisy, how comfortable they are overall, and in the final analysis, how conditions in the building are affecting 
their health and productivity. While many individual quantitative measurements of temperature, lighting, acoustics, 
etc. are feasible, none of them can readily integrate an individual’s sense of comfort overall. In the case of 
productivity, Leaman and Bordass (2005) have noted that: 
 

It is impossible to measure productivity ‘objectively’ across a building in use; results have to be based 
on subjective responses of samples of occupants drawn from cross-sections of users. This is not to 
say that subjectively obtained data are in any way inferior. It just means, as Gary Raw [a lead re-
searcher in the field of Sick Building Syndrome] so aptly said “in buildings, people are the best 
measuring instruments: they are just harder to calibrate”. 
 

Thus the questionnaire simply asks respondents to assess whether they perceive themselves to be more or less 
comfortable or productive in the building they occupy. 
 
This paper is part of a series (Baird et al, 2008a, 2008b, 2009, 2010a, 2010b) describing different aspects of the 
findings of the authors’ research programme. It focuses on the environmental factors relating to the occupants’ 
perception of lighting, including bothnatural and artificial light, glare from sun and sky, glare from lights, as well as 
their assessment of lighting conditions overall. 

2.2. The Buildings 
The buildings surveyed were as follows, by country:  

• Australia: 40 Albert Street and 60L, Melbourne; Red Centre and Institute of Languages, UNSW, Sydney; 
Student Centre and General Purposes Building, Newcastle University; Scottsdale Forest Ecocentre, 
Tasmania.  

• Canada: Computer Science and Engineering, York University; Liu Institute, University of British Columbia; 
Toronto Military Families Resources Centre; National Engineering Yards, Vancouver.  

• Germany: Science Park, Gelsenkirchen.  
• India: Torrent Research Centre, PDEC Buildings and AC Buildings, Ahmedabad.  
• Ireland: St Mary’s Credit Union, Navan.  
• Japan: Nikken Sekkei HQ, Tokyo; Tokyo Gas Earthport, Yokohama.  
• Malaysia: Menara UMNO, Penang; MEWC HQ, Putrajaya.  
• New Zealand: AUT Akoranga, Auckland; Landcare Research, Auckland; Erskine Building, University of 

Canterbury, University of Otago Library, Dunedin; Nelson Library; Universal College of Learning, Palmerston 
North; Environment House, Wellington; Conservation House, Wellington; Paraparaumu Public Library.  

• Singapore: Institute of Technical Education, Bishan.  
• UK: Arup Campus, Solihull; City Hall, London; Eden Foundation, St Austell; Gifford Studios, Southhampton; 

Renewable Energy Systems HQ, Kings Langley; ZICER Building, University of East Anglia.  
• USA: Natural Resources Defence Council, California; NRG Systems, Vermont.  

 
These were selected on the basis of their sustainability ‘credentials’. Virtually all of them were recipients of national 
awards for sustainable or low energy design or highly rated in terms of their respective countries building 
sustainability rating tool (LEED, 2010; BREEAM, 2010; CASBEE, 2009; Green Star Australia,2009; Green Globes, 
2010, etc) or in some way pioneered green architecture. Of course, willingness on the part of the building owner and 
tenants to be surveyed was also an essential prerequisite, and not all building owners approached felt in a position to 
accept our invitation. 
 
The 36 buildings were all commercial or institutional in nature. Sixteen of the buildings accommodated office activities 
predominantly, eleven were tertiary-level academic teaching buildings, four housed laboratories or research 
organisations, three were libraries, and two contained a combination of light industrial and administrative functions. 
 
2,540 staff responded to the questionnaire, the vast majority scoring every question. Students and library visitors 
were also surveyed where relevant, using a shorter questionnaire, but these results are not included here as the 
focus is on the perceptions of the permanent staff. Numbers ranged from a low of 11 responses from the small staff 
group at the Paraparaumu Public Library to a high of 334 at London City Hall, with a mean of 69 respondents per 
building. For 97 per cent of the respondents (45.4 per cent female; 54.6 per cent male), the building was their normal 
place of business – the rest tended to be contractors of one kind or another. They worked 4.74 days per week on 
average and 7.92 hours per day, of which around 6.34 were spent at their desk or work space and 5.46 at a 
computer screen. The ratio of under to over 30s was 29.5 to 70.5 per cent and most (75.2 per cent) had worked in 
the building for more than a year, 61.0 per cent at the same desk or work area. In broad terms, around 30 per cent of 
respondents either had a single office or shared with more than eight others: while around 13.3 per cent each sharing 
with either one, two to four, or five to eight colleagues. 
 
Other than those in India, Malaysia and Singapore, all the buildings were in temperate climates of one kind or another 
(ranging from warm-temperate to cold-temperate). Half were located in urban or suburban surroundings, while the 
other half were located in campus settings or in the country. Their systems of ventilation ranged from full air 
conditioning, through mixed-mode, to natural ventilation. 
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2.3 The Lighting Questions 
The ‘Lighting’ questions on the survey form were introduced using the following statement: ‘How would you describe 
the quality of lighting in your normal work area?’- together with the footnote ‘This question refers to conditions all year 
round’. Respondents were then asked to rate the following five factors on a 7-point scale:  
 
Lighting Overall – is it unsatisfactory or satisfactory?  
Natural Light– is there too little or too much?  
Artificial Light– is there too little or too much?  
Glare from sun and sky– is there none or too much?  
Glare from lights– is there none or too much?  
 
While a 7-point scale was used throughout, it should be noted that the ‘ideal’ score differed depending on the 
question. In the case of Lighting Overall the ideal would be ‘7’; in the case of Natural Light and Artificial Light, ‘4’ 
would be ideal; while ‘1’ would be the ideal for both of the Glare questions. The questionnaire included a small space 
where respondents could add ‘Comments about lighting conditions’ if they wished. 
 
3. RESULTS 

In this section the results will be presented and analysed, first with an overview of the average scores for each 
question, followed by a look at the shapes of their distributions over the set of buildings, and then the results of some 
correlations between Lighting Overall and a number of other key performance factors. 
 
3.1 Overview of average scores 
The average scores for each of the five questions are presented in Table 1 in terms of their mean and standard 
deviation (SD) values for the relevant number (N) of buildings. Also listed are the corresponding benchmark (BMK) 
scores (with the mean and 95% limits based on the average of the previous 50 buildings assessed). 
 
As can be seen, the occupants’ perception of Lighting Overall has a mean score of 5.17 on a scale where ‘7’ would 
be the ideal. It is also higher than the benchmark score of 4.38 and greater than the upper limit value of 4.52, 
indicating a significant difference. 

Table 1: Scoring for the Lighting Quality Factors 
 

Survey Data BMK (2006) Lighting Factor 
N Mean SD Mean Limits 

‘Ideal’ score 

Lighting Overall 36 5.17 0.64 4.38 4.24-4.52 7 
Natural Light 36 3.85 0.50 4.03 3.85-4.12 4 
Artificial Light 36 4.22 0.36 4.02 3.88-4.16 4 
Glare (sun/sky) 36 3.67 0.58 3.78 3.64-3.92 1 
Glare (lights) 36 3.42 0.51 3.76 3.66-3.92 1 

 
The average scores for both Natural Light and Artificial Light, at 3.85 and 4.22 respectively, are very close to the 
benchmark and to the ideal value of ‘4’ - an encouraging result. However, both of the Glare scores are far from the 
ideal of ‘1’ (which would signify no glare). While the average perception of glare from artificial light (3.42) appears to 
be significantly less than the benchmark and is well under the mid-point of the scale, that for sun and sky glare (3.67) 
is close to the benchmark mean of 3.78 and only a little less than the mid-point. 
 
The Standard Deviation (SD) of the scores for each factor is also noted in Table 1 - the distribution of the mean 
scores over the set of buildings will be examined further in what follows. 
 
3.2 Lighting Overall 
Figure 1 shows the distribution of the mean Lighting Overall scores for each of the buildings in the sample. In this 
context these scores represent the occupants’ overall perceptions of the visual environmental conditions in the 
building, integrating all relevant factors and based on experience of the building in use over a reasonably long term 
(over a year in 75 per cent of cases). 
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Figure 1: Distribution of Lighting Overall Scores 

 
As can be seen, with an SD of 0.64 the spread of scores is relatively wide. However, all but two of the buildings have 
average perception scores greater than 4, the mid-point of the scale; and 23 out of the 36 cases (or 64%) score over 
5 on a scale where 7 represents the ideal. Three of the buildings attain average scores over 6. As previously noted, 
the mean of the set is 5.17, well above the benchmark figure of 4.38. 
 
3.3 Natural Light 
Figure 2 shows the distribution of the mean scores for each of the buildings in the sample, in terms of the users’ 
perceptions about Natural Light, in particular whether there is too little or too much. 
 
In this instance the ideal score would be a ‘4’ and the average, at 3.85, turns out to be very close to that figure. Most 
of the buildings (34 out of 36, or 94%) average between 3 and 5, but there are two cases where the figure is less than 
3, indicating an average perception that there is too little daylight in these buildings. 
 
 

 
Figure 2: Distribution of Natural Light scores 

 
 
3.4 Artificial Light 
Figure 3 shows the distribution of the mean scores for each of the buildings in the sample, in terms of the users’ 
perceptions about Artificial Light, again in terms of whether there is too little or too much. 
 
As in the case of Natural Light, the ideal score would be a ‘4’ and once again the average, this time 4.22, turns out to 
be very close to that figure. All but one of the buildings (35 out of 36, or 97%) average between 3 and 5.The sole 
exception scores just above 5, indicating an average perception that there is too much artificial light in that particular 
building. The SD of 0.36 for the artificial lighting scores, compared to the figure of 0.50 for daylight, indicates rather 
less variation in the former – this is clearly evidenced by the shapes of the respective histograms (see Figures 2 and 
3). 
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Figure 3: Distribution of Artificial Lighting scores 

 
 
3.5 Glare from Sun and Sky 
Figure 4 shows the distribution of the mean scores for each of the buildings in the sample, in terms of the users’ 
perceptions about Glare from Sun and Sky. Here the 7-point scale ranges from None to Too muchwith a score of ‘1’ 
representing the ideal. 
 
As can be seen, none of the buildings has managed to achieve the ideal, though six of them average less than 3. 
While some 25 (or nearly 70%) are less than 4, the mid-point of the scale, the remaining 11 exceed that value. 
 
 

 
Figure 4: Distribution of Glare from Sun and Sky scores 

 
 
3.6 Glare from Lights 
Figure 5 shows the distribution of the mean scores for each of the buildings in the sample, This time in terms of the 
users’ perceptions about Glare from Lights. Again, the 7-point scale ranges from None to Too muchwith a score of ‘1’ 
representing the ideal. 
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Figure 5: Distribution of Glare from Lights scores 

 
As with glare from sun and sky, none of the buildings has managed to achieve the ideal, though eight of them 
average less than 3 in this instance. The overall performance for this aspect is rather better than for sun/sky glare, 
with some 32 (or nearly 89%) less than 4, the mid-point of the scale, and only four cases exceeding that value. 
 
3.7 Correlation of Lighting Overall with other factors 
As noted earlier, the survey involved asking respondents to rank their perception of a range of performance factors 
(some 45 all told) of which the lighting set comprised the five previously outlined. It was therefore of interest to test for 
correlations between some of these to gauge the influence of lighting factors. 
 
Table 2indicates that there were moderate to strong relationship between the occupants’ perception of Lighting 
Overall and the three factors listed (interpreting coefficients in the range 1.0-0.8 as very strong, 0.8-0.6 as strong, 
0.6-0.4 as moderate, and 0.4-0.2 as weak – Salkind, 2005: 88). These correlations were all significant at the 0.01 
level. 
 

Table 2: Correlation between Lighting Overall and selected performance factors 
 

Factor Pearson Correlation Coefficient - R 
Health 0.593 
Productivity 0.593 
Overall Comfort 0.544 

 
 
In the case of Health, the question posed was ‘Do you feel less or more healthy when you are in the building?’ and 
occupants indicated their response on a 7-point scale ranging from ‘less healthy’ to ‘more healthy’. For Productivity, 
the question posed was ‘Please estimate how you think your productivity at work is decreased or increased by the 
environmental conditions in the building?’ Here, occupants indicated their response on a scale ranging from ‘-40% or 
less’ to ‘+40% or more’ with 10% intervals. In both instances, occupants were asked ‘Please try to evaluate this 
building with respect to your experience of using buildings in general’. In the case of Overall Comfort, the question 
posed was ‘All things considered, how do you rate the overall comfort of the building environment?’ with occupants 
indicating their responses on a 7-point scale ranging from ‘Unsatisfactory’ to ‘Satisfactory’. In responding to this 
question, occupants were expected to take an overview of their perception of comfort, integrating thermal, air quality, 
acoustical and lighting factors. 
 
The relative uniformity of these correlations with Lighting Overall is not surprising, as there is a very strong mutual 
relationship between these three factors, with R-coefficients of 0.818, 0.893 and 0.899 for Health vs Overall Comfort, 
Productivity vs Overall Comfort, and Health vs Productivity, respectively. 
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Figures 6 and 7 plot the lines of best fit for Lighting Overall versus Health and versusOverall Comfort respectively. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 6: Plot of Health increase or decrease vs Lighting Overall 

 
 

 
Figure 7: Plot of Overall Comfort  vs Lighting Overall 

 
The R squared linear figures indicate the percentage of variance accounted for – in these cases, some 35 and 30 per 
cent respectively. 
 
The data was also analysed to determine the strength of the relationships between the occupants perceptions of 
Lighting Overall and the four specific lighting factors they had been asked to score – see Table 3. 
 

Table 3: Correlation between Lighting Overall and other lighting factors 
 

Lighting Factor and Question Posed Pearson Correlation Coefficient - R 
Glare from lights - is there none or too much? -0.406 
Natural Light– is there too little or too much?  +0.391 
Artificial Light– is there too little or too much? +0.141 
Glare from sun and sky– is there none or too much?  +0.013 

 
 
As can be seen, two of these relationships are on the moderate/weak borderline at around 0.4, while the other two 
indicate there is no relationship. The figure of -0.406 indicates, as one might expect, that the less the perception of 
there being glare from the artificial lights, the better the perception of Lighting Overall. The figure of +0.391 indicates 
that the perceived satisfaction with Lighting Overall is improved by increased natural light. The amount of artificial 
light and Glare from sun and sky appear to have had little impact on the occupants’ perceptions of Lighting Overall. 
 
Two further correlations were found to be on the moderate/weak borderline. These were between the amount of 
Natural Light and Glare from sun and sky with an R-coefficient of +0.418; and between Natural Light and Health with 
an R-coefficient of +0.366. Both of these correlations, and the two noted in the previous paragraph were significant at 
the 0.05 level. 
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4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Achieving a mean score of 5.17 for Lighting Overall, on a 7-point scale on which a ‘7’ would be the ideal, is an 
indication that the lighting conditions in these buildings are perceived to be good on average. Not only is it on the 
‘better’ side of the mid-point of the scale, it is also ‘better’ than the benchmark score of 4.38 (the average of the 
previous 50 buildings surveyed). It is also better than the average of a larger set of both conventional and green-
intent buildings (see Table 4 later).  
 
As illustrated on Figure 1, the individual building means cover a wide range of values, but the vast majority (all but 
two of the sample of 36 buildings) score above the mid-point of the range, 20 of them between 5 and 6, and a further 
3 between 6 and 7.  
 
A recent analysis by Leaman and Bordass (2007) on a larger data set of 165 buildings in the UK, which included both 
conventional and in their parlance, ‘green-intent’ buildings, reported the median scores for several of these variables. 
Table 3 compares the median lighting scores for these buildings with our set of sustainable buildings.  
 

Table 3. Median scores comparison of Conventional, Green-intent, and Sustainable buildings 
 

Lighting Factor Conventional Green-intent Sustainable Ideal 
Lighting Overall 4.35 4.75 5.20 7 
Natural Light 3.85 4.00 4.04 4 
Artificial Light 4.25 4.15 3.79 4 
Glare from sun and sky 3.65 4.00 4.37 1 
Glare from lights 3.75 3.55 3.74 1 

 
As can be seen, the ‘sustainable’ buildings set scores higher than both the ‘conventional’ and the ‘green-intent’ 
buildings for Lighting Overall, with a median value of 5.20 (cf 4.35 and 4.75 respectively). Given this factor is rated on 
a 7-point scale where a score of ‘7’ would be the ideal, the implication is that the sustainable set is performing best 
overall. 
 
In the case of the two factors concerned with the amount of light (natural and artificial), the medians for all three sets 
of buildings are close to the ideal score of ‘4’. 
 
Of more concern is the fact that all of the glare-related medians are considerably higher than the ideal of ‘1’, ranging 
from a ‘low’ of 3.55 for glare from lights in the green-intent set, to as high as 4.37 for glare from sun and sky in the 
sustainable set. Particularly concerning is the suggestion of a worsening trend in the case of glare from sun and sky, 
where the median value has increased from 3.65 (conventional buildings) through 4.00 (green-intent buildings) to 
4.37 (sustainable buildings). 
 
Table 4 ranks the mean scores for a number of ‘overall’ environmental factors, for all of which a score of ‘7’ would be 
the ideal, in descending order.  
 

Table 4. Mean scores for a range of environmental factors 
 

Environmental Factor  Mean Score  
Lighting Overall  5.15  
Overall Comfort  4.91  
Air in Winter 4.44 
Temperature in Winter  4.42 
Noise Overall  4.40  
Air in Summer 4.33 
Temperature in Summer  4.32 

 
 
As can be seen, by comparison with the other environmental factors, the occupants’ perception scores for Lighting 
Overall rank the highest by far. It could be argued that it is the relatively high score for Lighting Overall which has 
helped to bring up the Overall Comfort score to its value of 4.91, despite all of the other contributing environmental 
scores being clustered around 4.4. 
 
To sum up, it has been found that building users’ perception scores for Lighting Overall are higher, on average, than 
the scores for other indoor environmental comfort factors. It was also found that the average scores for the amount of 
natural and artificial light were very close to the ideal in the sense that users perceived there to be neither too much 
nor too little of these. However, and rather spoiling the picture, was the finding that the users perceive there to be too 
much glare from both the lights and from sun and sky. Particularly concerning was the apparent trend for the 
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sustainable building set to be perceived as performing the worst in this respect, with a median score of 4.37 
compared with an ideal of ‘1’.  
 
While Lighting Overall is perceived as one of the better aspects of the environmental performance of this set of 
sustainable buildings, it is evident that the issue of glare should be a high priority for their designers and operators. 
Given the fact that most artificial lighting installations are fixed, and that sun angles are entirely predictable, we would 
hope that significant improvements could be made to this aspect of building performance, with consequent benefits to 
the building users’ overall comfort, health and productivity. 
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